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In the todayâ€™s world hacking is not rocket science. It is observed that from the past few years the
hacking field has taken a drastic turn. Right from the age group of a child to an adult all know how to
hack games. Although this factor varies with oneâ€™s interest.

Game hacking is a cake walk. With the development of several Games hacking forums hacking a
game has turned out to be surprisingly easy.

Molding a game or Hacking it is generally believed to be modified to make it an easy win. For
example hackers modify the game to win it through. Apart from the cheat engines there are several
ways to hack an online game. Modifying a game is a contemporary art. While playing a game one
might get the benefits of hiding, unlimited gun powder, many live etc.

Gamers create cheat codes and such, to get through the game. To skip obstacles and to summon
special powers, one resorts to the method of hacking. There are many sites offering the actual
process of hacking. One, foremost, has to be registered member to the site offering game hacking
tutorials for budding hackers. After being registered to the site, one can communicate with world
class gamers and hackers.

There are many tools available in the market today which aid in hacking.

a.	Date cracker 2000, lets the date protection to be changed easily from many software.

b.	Advanced Port Scanner is a small and very fast port scanner and can find all the port channels
when the IP address is attached.

c.	Ophcrack can easily crack or recover lost Windows password.

d.	RAR password cracker, is an efficient tool used to crack RAR/WinRAR passwords

e.	PC activity monitor is one of the ultimate devices so far. Practically undetectable and invisible, the
PC monitor, encrypts all the data which can be later utilized and in dayâ€™s work which is a content
hackers secret.

f.	Club remedy, is another website password cracking software

g.	Spy remover detects, and removes spyware that can be used to scan different plugins and items
and is used for their continuous update.

h.	Super scan, a one click solution can

i.	Yersinia is a one click function and like a virus has the same meaning.

j.	Putty eases various quality if alcohol for naked user interface, protocol support, and terminal
emulation.

k.	Nessus is a vulnerable bond, and they are working for the software.

These are some tools that can equip us to be a strong hacker and learn the details of game hacking.
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